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Abstract. In this psper, we study some aspects of the semantics of nondeterministic flowchart 
programs with recursive procedures. In the first part of this work we provide the operational 
semantics of programs using the concept of an execution tree. We propose a new definition of the 
semantics of a non-deterministic recursive program as JI mapping from the input domain to the set 
of execution trees determined by the program. Using this new concept, we prove that every 
nondeterministic flowchart program with recursive procedures can be unfolded into a semantically 
equivalent infinite pure flowchart (without procedures). This result is applied 4~ .;~:e s cond part of 
this work to prove the soundness of an inductive assertion method which is a_:o complete with a 
finite number of assertions (contrary to De Bakker and Meertens’s method [ 111). 
In this piaper, we study various methods for defining the semantics of a class of 
nondeterministic flowchart programs with recursive procedures. We first provide the 
operational’ semantics of programs. For every input, we define inductively the 
execution tree of all possible computation paths. Since recursion is allowed, pro- 
cedure calls require special consideration. This is done by formalizing the *opy rule’ 
of Algol60 as a substitution of the procedure body for the procedure call itself. Then 
we proceed with the proof of the main result of part 1 of this paper: every 
nondeterministic flowchart program with recursive procedures is semantically 
equivalent to a (usually infinite) flowchart program without procedures obtained by 
‘unfolding” the original program. The infinite nonrecursive flowchart is the limit of an 
infinite seqluence of finite nonrecursive flowcharts called approximations, w 
obtained by iterated substitutions fr .J the original recursive flowchart. This 
used in a novel manner in part 2 of this paper to provide the soun 
assertion method which applies to the full class cf nondet 
d 
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programs with recursive procedures. This verification method is also coimplete with a 
finite number of assertions (as opposed to De Bakker and eertens’s method [1.11). 
In this paper, we propose a new definition of t e semantics of nondeterministic 
recursive programs. 
We claim that the common definition of the semantics of a nondeterministic 
program as an inpnt-output rela ion is inadequate. Our argument is tha:: when a 
relational approach to define the semantics of nondeterministic progj ams is taken, 
useful information on ~CYW tk results were obtained is lost, particularly in failing or 
diverging computatrons. Another undesirable conseqlVznce is that some impwtnnt 
Isified. For example, it is no longer true trlat the relation computed by a 
nondeterministic recursive program is the union of the relations computed by the 
approximation flowcharts. 
ose the following alternate definition: the semantics of a nordeterministic 
a madping from the input domain to the se& u~execu?~~n WAS defined by 
the computations of the program. Not only can we recover the input-output 
semantics by ‘reading off ’ the rsu!ts on the leaves of the tree, btst ‘\t’e can also recover 
some important results that no longer hold if the relational appnyach is taken. For 
example, the relationship between a nondeterministic recur&e fiowchart and its 
approximation flowcharts raentioned above is recovered in Theorem 5.11. Thrs is 
done by introducing a artial ordering 011 the set of execution trees, ordering which is 
also used in the study of ‘tree-schemes’ and ‘continuous algebras’ [8,27,17]. Hence, 
we demonstrate that somewhat unexpectedly, results from the areas of t. ;:e-schemes 
are helpful in studying the semantics of nondeterministic flowchart programs. 
Independently of this work, Hare1 [19] 1 as also investigated the notion of 
execution tree, but not partial orderings on trees. 
Following a hint given in [6], we prove the existence of the hmit flowchart [the limit 
of the sequence of approximating flowcharts) using the fact that colimits exist in the 
category of graphs and graph homomorphisms. The reason for this approach rather 
than using a partial ordering, is that flowcharts are graphs and that partial ordering on 
graphs are not easily definable. Indeed, in attempting to find a fairly natural partial 
ordering which would fulfil our oal, a number of Idifficulties were encountered, 
particularly in proving antisymmetry. e realized that it is not necessary to introduce 
a partial ordering and that graph ho morphisms are very natural. Furthermore, 
graph homomorphism: can be extended to paths, and this is useful in proving the 
NodeterminiSk flowchart programs 
The analogy goes even further, as we have shown [ 131 that the infinite art 
I: system of flowcharts with recursive proceciures i an initial 
Lehmann [22]) of a ‘substitution functor’ associat 
h flowcharts would be called ‘algebraic’ in the te;lliinology of 
Scott. 
Our investigations also relate o the work of Goguen [151. Goguen [l S] 
every (nonrecursive) flowchart program can be unfolded into an equi 
program. Combined with our result, this shows that a recursive flowchart program is 
equivalent to a tree program. However, in this case, the infinite tree program (which 
is not a tree-scheme inthe sense of Courcelle and Nivat [9]) is obtained in two steps: 
first, by unfolding recursion and then by unfolding iteration. We leave open the 
problem of show%g that the same tree program can also be obtained by first 
unfolding iteration obtaining a tree program with recursive calls, and thC:.P unfolding 
recursion. 
Other authors have studied nondeterminism and recursion. Some relevant 
references are listed below. For flowchart programs: [S, 6, 12, 16 19, 24, 251. For 
‘tree-like’ (or ‘Lisp-like’) programs: [2, 3,4, 8,9, 10, 20, 21, 27, 28, 29,X)). . 
This paper is divided in two parts. The first part is devnted to ihe operational 
semantics and the results on the unfoldment of recursive flowcharts. The second part 
is devoted to the formulation of an inductive assertion method for the cJass of 
programs tudied here, and the proof that this method is sound and complete withr a 
finite lumber of assertions. 
The first part is organized as follc ws. In Section 2, we define the class of programs 
under consideration. A program is defined as *a pair (scheme, interpretation) and the 
rest of the section is devoted to the definition of a class of nondeterministic flowchart 
schem :s with recursive procedures. In Secti(on 3, we define the notions of inter- 
pretati:>n and operational semantics of programs using execution trees. Section 4 
deals v ith the notion of scheme substitution which is needed in the de:finition of the 
unfoldment graph of a scheme. In Section 5, we define the approximation schemes 
and prove our main results: the e: cence of the limit graph and the semantic 
equivalence of the unfoldment schel,.e with the original scheme. 
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation [ 131 completed at I JCLA 
nder the supervision of Professors Emily P. Friedman and Sheila. A. Gre ibach. 
Some of these results have been presented at the Fifth International Colloquium on 
Automata, Languages and Programming, Udiine, Italy, 1978 [ 141. 
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tions. The allowable instructions are functic,nal assignments, multiple-valued 
assignments, te:s2ts and procedure calls. There are two non eterministic features: 
multiple-valued assignments and nondeterminifltic hoice points. 
Fig. ?, represents a scheme with two procedures P and 
contains a nondeterminisGc hoice point. 
In this pzper, we require that the actual parameters of a procedure ca 
variables and there are two kinds of parameters. The actual parameters 
kind may not be changed daring execution of the 
‘by-value’ [I]. Actua!! parame;iers of the second kind are used as ‘retturn variables’ 
and are passed ‘by-reference’ [I]. Since our model (only allows 
variables and the parameters of the first kind are unchanged during execution, there 
is no differer>ce between passing parameters cf the first kind ‘by-value’ or ‘by-name’ 
I31 
allow 
owever, if we augment our model by a&iing user4efined functions and if we 
expressions involving procedure calls as parameters of the first kind, the 
‘call-by-value’ nd the ‘call-by-name’ parameter-passing mechanJsms are not 
equivalent and the semantics of such programs is muc:h arder to handle. Such classes 
of programs will not be considered here. 
Trocedure calls are executed according “3 the ‘copy-rule’ caf Algol 60. We 
formalize the ‘copy-rJle’ as a graph substitution al, * -we give a rigorous definition of 
tkis concept. 
2.1: Example A Scheme With Twc Procedures P and Q 
Procetiure P 
I 
in -- 
Pwcedwe 0 
p! 
1 
(Y,' Y*) * ("i'") 
5 
7 
q(y,) 
---I_ 
-dY, ) 
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en influenced primarily by the war 
nna 1261 and Goguen an 
ar classes are investigatedl. Our goal has been to select ’ 
class general enough to handlle both nondeterrninisa I nd recursion but 
cations in the correctness treatment. For i:mstance, we do 
ssing expressions involving procefure calls whi?h complicate the substi- 
v. In this respect, OUT class of schemes1 is an extension of 
her [6], Greibalch [ 181 and anna [26], but it is a subclass 
eseguer [I61 who do allow ssing expressions involving 
procedure calls during the parameter-passing mechanism ‘by-name’ [I]. 
For the sake of completeness, we recall the definitions of a directed graph and of a 
graph htJmomorphism. 
. A directed graph (for short, a graph) G is a quadruple G = ( V, E, s, t), 
where V is a se of vertices or nodes, E is a set of edges and s, t : IS -* V are total 
functions called the source and target functions respectively. 
efi&on 2.2. Given two graphs Gr = (VI, El, ~1, td 2nd G -= (VA 4% ~2~ td, a 
graph homomorphism h : Gl+ G2 is a function mapping VI into V2, El into E2 and 
preserving adjakcencies, that is, s1 l h = h m s2 and tl l h = h - t2*’ 
A path in a graph is defined as follows: 
given 2.3. Given a graph G = ( V, E, s, t), a path p with source iv0 and target vn is a 
sequence of edlges p = el l l l e, (n 2 1) such that s(el) = vo, :(e,,) = v, and for all i, 
1 s i s n - 1, t(cJ = s(ei+I). For every node v in V, the null path from v to its4f is 
denoted v. 
A labeled graph is a triple (G, 1, L), where G is a graph ( V, E, J, t), L 
is a set of labels and 2 : E + L is a function from the set of edges E f:o the: set of Eat&s. 
For simpiiicity and because flowcharts are commonly used to represent schemes, 
we will represeat our labeled graphs in flowchart form. That is, any edge e labeled 0, 
with source vl and target 212 will be represented as an arc;: from node 01 to node 112 with 
C-de label a enclosed in a box: 
he underlying graph of a pror;edvJre satisfies a er of errties 
e denote composition fro left to right, that is, (f- g)(x) = (g(f(x)). 
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. Let G = (V, E, s, t) be a directed graph. We have the following 
graph G is bipointed and protected (using the terminology of 
Thatcher [6]) if its set V of vertices contains two distinct vertices 
called the enbr) of G and the exit of G, such that, t is not the target of any 
edge and the exit is not the source of a 
‘I = $. (In the terminology of Greibach [IO], such graphs are zal 
entry, single-exit graphs.) 
le if every vertex’in V - ( lies on a path from the 
raph satisfying condition (1) will be ca!ied a B&graph. A graph satisfying 
conditions (1) and (2) will be cakd a BP&gttiph. 
Note that the degenerate graph with only two vertices 
of edges is both a BP-graph and a BPR-graph. This graph denoted _L will play a 
special role in the sequel and it can be represented graphically as ti;e following graph: 
.in 
l out 
We also define thr notion of BP-homomorphism and of BPR-homomorphism 
between BP-graphs and BPR-graphs respectively. 
6. Given two BP-graphs G1 and GZ, a BP-homomo<Dhisrrz is a graph 
sm h:Gi’*Gz preserving entry and txit, that is, Jr (n 
. Similarly, given two BPR-graphs G1 and G2, a BPR-homomorphism is 
simply a BP-homomorphism h : @I + GZ. 
For any BP-graph G, there exists a unique B -homomorphism _L G : i + G from 
the degenerate BP-graph _L to the BP-graph G, namely the graph homomorph!sm 
mapping the entry of .I_ onto the entry of G and mapping the exit of 1 onto the exit 
of G. 
We now define the class of allowable instructions, but first we describe the 
alphabets from which the!! are constructed. 
the following h Ads: 
is a countable set of function symbols, with every function symbol f e .s” 
ty n which is a non-negative integer.. Function symbols of arity zero 
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Function symbols of positive arity will be denoted using the symbclls f, g, 
ted, and constants will be deno a, b, c subscripted or 
ymbols will be denoted F, G, Ged or unsub- 
predicate symbols will be denoted p, q subscri 
e a countable set of procedure symbols disjoint from :ach procedure 
E 9 having so k (m, n) Ywhere ypz, n are posit ers. Procedure 
symbols will be denoted subscriptled or unsubscripted. 
Finally, let V be a countable set of variable symbols or variables!, each variable 
having an arity zero. V is the union of three disjoint sets “y;,, 9’; and Vo called 
respectively input variables, local vakbles and output variables. The sets 7 1 VL and 
V0 are assumed to be ordered, with “1G ={xl, x2,. . .} ‘Vr_ = {yl, ~2,. . .) and W;, = 
{trp 22, . . .}. We will use the variables. u, v, ~1,242, . . . , VI, 212: . . . to :ange ov’zr the set 
‘V, the variable x with or wit”arotii subscript to range over the set of input variables Zi, 
the variable y with or without subscript to range over the set of local varialbles “y;, and 
the variable z with or without subscript to range over the set of output vxivbles 7/b. 
efini 2.8. The allowable instructirrws are the following: 
(1) Simultaneous functional assignments. These are expressions of the form 
(a1 >***9 &a)+ @l , . . . , t,), where each gi is either a variable or a term of the form 
f(u1 9.") u,) with f a function symboi Gf arity nl> 0 and wl, . . . , urn variables in V’. 
When m = 0, ti is a constant in C. The variables vi occurring on the left-hand side of 
the assignment are all distinct and they are called the target variabks. We often use 
vector notations uch as v’ * ( tl, . . . , AZ) or fi +- 7 to denote Gmultane,ous functional 
assignments. 
(2) Relational assigrments. These are expressions of the form 
(Vl 9 l ’ ’ 9 vn)e=F(ul,. l . ) um), where %’ is a relation symbol of rank (m, M) and 
Ul 9 l l - 9 Urn9 VI, l l l 3 vn are variables. The varia.bles vl, . . r , vn are all distinct and they 
are called the target variables of the relational assignment. 
Note that we use a different ype of arrow to denote relational assignments tomake 
the distinction with functional assignments more explicit. Relationa! assignments are 
often abbreviated as &F(zI). 
(3) Tests. Tests are expressions ofthe formp(ul, . . . , u,) or mp(u19 . . , u,) with p 
redicate symbol of arity n > 0 and uIL, . Ib . , u,, variables, or the constants T or F 
2 1 are abbreviated p(G) or -p(g). 
(4) Prozedure calls. Procedure calls are of the forAm c P(Ul,. . . ) u,n; VI, l l l , VA, 
where P is a procedure name of rank (m,, n) and ~1, j6 . . , Um, VI, . . . , v,* are variables. 
more, the variables v19 . . . 9 v,, are all distinct and they are distinct fro 
s ~1, . m . , l!m (the variables fdr, . I . , um need not be distinct). The variables Ui 
are called the actual inputparameters and the variables vi are called the actual output 
parameters. Procedure calls are abbreviated as P(ti; 6). 
t 
:nductive assertion method. 
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Given 2, a subse 
using the symbols i 
et of all instructions formed 
The definition of a procedure scheme is given below. 
Given a set of procedures names 
e (ppti, itti) defining the procedure name 
raph (I with graph Gi = (Vi, Ei, Si, ti) 
Insts,n(Zi, yip Zi) and such that the following conditions 
(1) Zi, yi, Z’i are three finite disjoint sets of variables ~a1 
variables and output variables. The cardinality of ii 
is ni. 
(2) Input variables are u anged, that is, no input variable ever appears as a 
target variable in any assig nt or as an actual output parameter in a procedure 
ut variables have to appear either as target variables in assignments or as 
actual output parameters in procedure calls, in each case labeling the edges with 
target and this is the only place where they may Ioccur (with he e 
degeneraie graph i where there are no statements at all). 
(3) If n is the source of exactly two edges labeled with t :sts p&, j&) and 
-&I, j+) where x’l is a subset of the set of input variables and y’l is a subset of the set 
of local variables, in which case we say that we have a. biroary test or, n is the source of 
k edges (k 2 2) labeled with any statements but tests, in which case we say that n is a 
choice point. 
s. (ij Gi is called the underlying raph of the procedure. 
o make sure that the local variables are not undefined before 
on, we may re uire that every edge with source be labeled wit, 
initializing the local variables. Similarly, requiremza., (2) guarantees that the output 
variables have a value before being returned, Condition (3) is not essential and is 
added for convenience inthe correctness treatment. 
(iii) The degenerate procedure scheme with underlying graph -L, is denoted 
I (ml,ni) or I if no confusion arises. 
(iv) Instructions of the form 
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dure schemes are rep sented graphically i 
source vl, target v2 a label L is represen 
e Babel L erllclosed in a box: 
02 
e fsften omit the node names in the flowchart when no confusion arises. Finally, a 
scheme is defined as follows. 
. Given a set of procedure names 17 = (PI, . , . , P&, a scheme Q is an 
ordered ALtuple of procedure schemes LY = (CQ, . . . , aN), where every procedure 
scheme q defines the procedure name Pi, has a type (mi, ni) equal to the rank of Pi 
and only uses procedure names in lZ 
For a scheme a = (cyI, + . . , ad, the string u = (w,, n;j . . . (mN, nNj composed of 
the ranks oi the procedure names PI, . . . , PN is caYed tile type string of the scheme. 
The degenerate scheme (_i_ (mI,nI), . . . , _t. lmN,nN)) is 4enored L U or’ 1 if no confusion 
4rises. 
S, 9, and V being chosen once and for all, for every type string u = 
fblll, n1) . . . (mN, nu), the set of all schemes with type string u is denoted FEW(u). 
Fig. 2. shows an example of a scheme ar with two procedures chemes. 
Pmvdure Scheme al Defining P. *,I of . 
Vw (2. 1) 
Procedure Scheme a2 Defining P2 ',* of 
We (1, 2) 
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The notion of a scheme homomorphism will be needed later. A scheme 
homomorphism is simply a graph homomorphism preserving lab 
procedure scheme homomorphism and then a scheme homomf 
. Given tvvo procedure schemes CV. and with the same input 
e same output variables 2’ and su+ lot 4 variables jjr 
associated with CY is a subset of &he set of local variables $5 associate with P, where 
GI, G2 aze the underlying raphs of QY and p and 21,1:! are 
and & a procedure scheme homomorphism h : a -I, /3 is a 
h : G1 + G2 preserving labels, in the sense that the following diagram commutes: 
c.the arrow from Inst&Z, jjl, Z ) to Inst&x’, y2, 2) is the inchusion induced by 
the inclu&on y’l c_ ji2). A scheme homomorphism h : a + p between two schemes 
(2 = (Ql, . . . , aN) and B = (&, . . . , &) is a N-tuple h = (hl, . e . , hN) of procedure 
scheme homomorphisnmz hi : ai -+I pi* 
In the next section we define the, sern:Intics ofnondeterministic flowchart programs 
with recursive procedures using the cotion of am execution tree. 
In this section, we show how executable program’s are obt’sined from schemes, by 
assigAng specific functions, relations and predicates ovet some domain to the 
function, relation and predicate symbols occurring in the schemes. Such assignments 
which turn a scheme into an executable program are called intt:rpretations. 
explaih-r how a program compu:.~s a relation using an operational approach based OP 
the notion of an execution tree. 
consists of a pair (A, 6), where A is a nonempty 
ith domain C such that: 
of arity y2 20: is a ithai function. 
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For every predicate symbol p E ’ of alrity n 2 1, S(p): 
predicate and for the constant s bols;PandF,S(T)= 
and denote the truth values). 
partial functions, partial relations or partial pre 
r correctness treatment. Furthermo 
our definition allows ‘filter’ tests, that is, statements where an cd, me *A%osc ource has 
out-degree 1 is labeled with a test, we caln simulate the effect of partial statements 
(functional assignmeilts, relational assignments and tests). Indeed, given a partial 
statement, we can insert a test statement acting as a Slter just before the partial 
statement and give it the interpretation such that the flow of control is allowed to pass 
through the test if and only if the partial st,atement is defined for the current values of 
the variables. In this way, every partial statement can h ,e replaced by a test acting as a 
filter. Note that in certain cases, it may be necessary to insert an extra sttitement 
which is simply an edge labeled with a null statement, o guarantee that the ‘filter test’ 
is a statement whose source has out-degree 1. 
Given a scheme QC (see for example Fig. 3) and an interpretation 9, the cor- 
responding program is denoted (a, 9). 
Fig. 3. Scheme a. 
The interpretation isthe following: The domain A is the set of integers (negative, 
null or positive) and 6 (f) is the function such that, for every pair of integers y1, yz 
S!f)( yl, ~2) = yI - y2 and the test S(p) is true if and only if yI = yz. Note that the 
above program is nondeterministic since there is a choice point ~4’~. 
now explain how a program computes arelation. First, we consider the case of 
a single procedure without procedure calls, that is, a nondeterministic flowchart 
program. 
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ere are four kinds of nodes: the root of the tree is the pair ( 
it is labeled S ; the leaves are Ieither label 
SUCCESS and are of the form ( 
output values or they are labeled terior nodes are r 
execution tree is defined inductively starting from the entry no 
of (2’, in su& a way at there is a gr 
t) to the graph G ( ther injective nor 
. A state s is any sequence of values assigned to all t e variables of a 
,ut, local and output variables), with only finitely main elements in the 
sequence having a value different from i_. For a state s and a sub-vector d of the 
scheme variables, @i) denotes the subsequence of s consisting of the values assigned 
e say that siti) is defined if no component o tt 63 sequence s (ii) 
An input state is a state whose only defined components are hose assigned to the 
input v aiiables. 
3. Given a (nonrecursive) fisxuchart program (a, 4) and an input state 
r;O such that o&) = f, the exeodwz tree E(a, 9)(f) is defined as follows: 
Every node of the tree is of the form (p, s) where p is a path with sou.rce fn in the 
;Inderlying raph G of a! and s is a state, and every edge is of the for m ((p, pe), s), 
xhere p is a path, e is an edge whose source is the target of p and .c is a state. (Note 
that the above definition of the execution tree is inspired from the notion of 
‘unfoldment’ ofGoguen [IS].) The graph homomorphism hE : E[cI, .9 j@ + G is such 
that h& s) = t(p) (the target of the path p) and at&p, pe), s) = e. The root of the 
, f’) where d is the input vector, and is labeled START. Assume that a 
strutted so far, and le ( pO, sO) be a leaf of T not 
e construct asubtree ooted at ( plO, so) depend- 
ing on the nature of tie = t(po) as follows: 
) Node no is of out- there is exactly one edge e Iwith source no 
let PEG be the target ree sub-cases depending on the statement 
at ( po, SO) is: 
is labeled with a functional assignment o 
1) is defined (that is, no component isund 
.v’2 + f(fl, y’l), 
subtree roote? 
Nondeterministic flowchart programs 2O!i 
ed with a relational assign 
et (&)i,r be the set of all v 
Every sj is the state such that, Si( &j = & and, for every y not in Yz, si( y j = SO( y)- 
Otherwise, (~0, $0) is labeled FAILURE. 
(iii) Edge e is labeled with a ‘one way’ test, say ~(21, .jQ. 
If s&j is defined and S(p)(s&), SO( $9) is e, the subtree rooted at ( pc, so) 
is: 
(PO* so) ‘1 
i ((Po4, Sl) 
where s1 = so. Otherwise, (~0, so) is latbeled FAILURE. 
(2) Node po is of out-degree 2. Let no == f(~o) (the target of pO). 
(i) Node no corresponds to a binary test 
If so( j+j is defined, then, if S(p)(s&Q, so&)) = tr e, the subtree roclted at 
(PO, ~0) is: 
(PO, 4)) 
1 
’ 
1 U PO, he1 h 50) 
(~'0% SOJ -4~ 
else, if ~(P)(SO(x'l), s”(g) = the subtree roote 
erwise (~0, so) is labele . 
ode no is the s 
call that every edge ei 
rm j72+f~~1,Yl) or $72 
If none of the so( j$) is 
every edge such 
(PO, so) by(p~,$where +i =sdh)id 
4). Otherwi$$ (HOP,@ is labeled 
S case, we writtdfj 5 *( 
, and asign the label 
‘The relation computed by wied as follows. 
for input $ with output +j. 
The fact that (& fi) belon 
ed by a nonrecursive program (CY, 9) is 
here exists a SUCCESS execution path 
ion &I, 9) will be dent ted <[ 
Observe that every path w rresponds to a unique path 
h&r) in the underlying graph ths in the execution tree 
may correspond to the same: af relational 
assignments. We also P jte that jf a procedure 
scheme guarantee that, if the then the e.xr:cution of every 
statement is defined, node corresponds to a “one 
way’ test whose outcome is f 
the execution trefl f of Fig. 3 for the input vector 
OII~ fini :e path which is in fact a success path 
t x1 =6,$2*4iszg=~ 2. It can be shown that 
st comrnoti div sor of any air of non-negati’ve 
v@ reltitiohal assignments or lzhoice points; 
siS_tS of a single execu 
tial. function. Y/e 
e does not have 
4h 
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‘7 bq.(6,-2)) 
I 
I 
I I 
I f I I I 
I , 
I I ‘ 
Fig. 4. The execution tree for the program of Fig. 3 and the input wctor (xl, x2) = (6,4). 
Given ascheme rly = (Q, . . . , a& with procedures ad an interpretation $ we now 
explain how the program (cu, 9) computes aN-tuple of relations, using an operational 
approach. The relation B (cY~, 9) computed by the fh procedure of the program (ar, 9) 
is computed using execution trees as in the previous case, but with a new clause 
explaining how to execute procedure calls. -4s we mentioned earlier, the effect of 
executing a procedure call Pj(J ; C) occurring i*j a procedure ai, is to substitute acopy 
of procedure aj denoted aj[U-/X-, y’/jj, 8/z,] for the procedure call,, after substitution 
he actual input parameters i-2 for the input variables 2, of the actual output 
parameters 0 for the output variables 2 and renaming of the local variables y’ with 
‘fresh’ variables y”. The result of such a substitution can be denoted in a way which 
makes exphcit he fact that the procedure aj is substituted for an occurrence Pi@; C) 
of a procedure call in procedure Qi. 
If e is the edge in the procedure (xi which is labeled with the procedure call Pj(fi ; t7), 
the result of substituting procedure aj for Pj(u’; 6) at edge e in ai is denoted 
cq[P”(~fi ; ij) at e +- a,]. This substitu;ioa operation can be defined rigorously in 
graph-theoretic terms a:!. follows: 
We first define the graph resulting from the substitution‘ Let Gi and Gj be the 
underlying raphs of the procedure schemes ai and aj. The substitution operation 
consists in substituting a copy of the graph Gj for edge e in 6,. If Gi = (Vi, Ei, si, t’) 
and Gi = ( u/i, E,, d, t’) the copy aS, of Gj is the graph G, = ( Ve9 E,, se, te), where 
s’[(e’, e)] = (s’(e’), e) for all e’ f Ej, 
te[(er, e)] = (t’(e’), e) for all e' r i!$ 
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obtained by substituting Gj for e in G1 is defined as follows: 
he procedure scheme ai[Pi(u’ ; u’) at e + aj] obtained 
procedure scheme aj for the procedure call Pi (6 ; u’) at e in proce 
rocedure scheme whose underlying raph C and labeling funkon ar 
follows: 
G = (V, E, s, t), where 
E = (Ei - (e)) v -Fey 
s(d) =s’(e’) for all t?‘EEi-{4?}, 
t(e’) = ti (e’) for all e’ E Ei -{e}, 
s’(e), if s’(e’) = 
sk’, 49 = 
(s’(e’), e), otherwise, 
4’(e), 
_ 
if P’(e’) = 0 
t[(e’, e)] = 
OWL 4, otherwise. 
The labeling function i is defined as follows: 
For al; e’ E Ei -{e), Qe’) = Zi(e’), where li is the labeling function of c.+i, and for all 
(e’, e) E E,, l[(e’, e)] = lj(e’)[C/fjy=/ yj, C/Zj] where the right-hand si e is the result of 
substituting the actual parameters u’ for the input variables fj of q, the actual 
parameters fi for the output variables q of aj, and ‘fresh’ variables j;, for the local 
variable? jj,+ of q 
In order to explain the new step in the construction of an executicn tree 
corresponding toa prcv)edure call, we will consider a scheme QI = (cy 1, . . . , asq) as a 
kind of ‘context-free graph grammar’, an define a notion of derivation between 
ure schemes, usin the ai in QI to perform substitutions, The ide;ti is that, any 
e ‘8 containing proce ure calls only to procedure names 
. 9 PN, can derive in on tep the procedure sche 
obtained from p by substituting aj for an occurrence of a procedure call Pi@; ii) 
labeling an edge e note that the procedu play the role of 
‘non-terminals’, ne the notion of 
derivation. 
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& As usual, +a+ denotes the transitive closure of the. relatio 
live and transitive closure of the relation +. 
e the execution tree for input c associate 
i? przedure of a scheme CL 
he exticur’& Pee E(ai, 9)(g) for inpua 6 associ 
he root of the execution tree is 
is the input state. Assume that a subtree T of the 
execution tree E(ai, ,%)(s’> has been constructed up to this point, and let (~0, so) be a 
leaf of that subtree. Note that, according to our inductive construction, 30 = t(p,-,) 
belongs to a uniquely determined scheme /? Fuch that ai +z p- Clauses (l)(i), (l)(ii), 
(l)(iii) and (2)(i), (2)(ii) of Definition 3.3 are tInchanged, except hat the underlying 
graph is @. The new case is: 
(l)(v) Node no is the source of an edge e labeled with a procedcre call Pi@; u’). 
We add to the tree T the following subtree rooted at (~0, SO); 
(PO, SOI 
i 
s1 / 
\ 
Sl J/ 1” 
(P0eh ~1) t PO% Sk ) 
where el, . . . 9 eL are the edges originating 
k 
(P0e~, SL) 
from t”;le entry of procedu.re cui!, and 
belonging to the scheme y = P[P’(ti; u”) at e + aj] obtained by substituting CQ for 
(ii ; 0) in p. Since /3 is uniquely defined, we see that y is also uniquely kfined, and 
furthermore, ai *z ‘y, since ai +z@ =s~ y. We have formalized the “copy-rule’ of 
Algol60. Since every edge in aj is labeled with a functional assignment of the form 
f + f(E) initializing the local variables, every edge ek in y is labeled with. a statement 
y’+ f(g), where the jj’ are ‘fresh’ variables, a?d therefore, the states J:& are deter- 
mined as in clause (l)(i). 
The relation B(ai, 4) computed by (ai, 9) is defined as before, that is, as the set of 
pairs (6 *i j such that therz ists a SUCCESS path with output fl in ihe execution 
tree (CQ, 9)(f) for in g We also define B(a, 9) as the tuple 
bl, $1, . * l 3 BbN, 9)). 
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is equivalent to the operational definition. The semantic haracterization provided 
by the second approach is important since it is one of the main tools for proving the 
soundness of the inductive assertion method formu? qted in Part 2. 
preach can be explained informally as follows. 
simplicity that (Y is a scheme composed of a single recursive procedur 
for every interpretation 4, every scheme LY is semantically equival 
flowchart scheme C? without procedures (Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.11). 
ore, the scheme C? equivalent o Q! is the limit of a sequence of finite 
proximation schemes’ without procedures & where each IT(~) isobtained from 
e original scheme ~11 by iterated subs&utions. The scheme ay’ also has the 
interesting property that it is the least fixpo,,,. ;m+ of the ‘graph equation ’ corresponding 
ition of the scheme Q! as shown in [13]. 
ical reasons, we need every approximation scheme ali’ o be related to 
cy (i-t’) by an inclusion homomorphism. We introduce the ‘reduction operation’ p to 
this effect. The operation p removt::s all procedure calls from a proce 
and ‘reduces’ the resulting BP-graph to make it a legal EPR-gaph. 
The unfoldment graph cyp is +he colimit of a diagram of scher;ies. The idea of using 
the notion of colimit o define the unfoldment of a scheme is implicit in the work of 
Burstall and Tllatcher [6] where a class of monadic nondeterrrinistic recursive flow 
chart schemes i  studied, and their paper had a definite influence on the approach 
taken here. 
In this section, we first define the operation of substitution of schemes denoted 0, 
which allows us to define the sequence of approximation schemes & Since the 
operation 0incorpora’es the reduction operation mentioned ear ;er, we will define 
substitution operation 0in two stages. 
n the example shcwn in w the effect of substituting a scheme 
cy = (a 1, ~2) consisting of two mes into a procedure scheme p which 
conta Ins occurrences ofthe procedure symbols P1 and P2. A copy of LY 1is substituted 
for the occurrence of PI in /?, and a copy of cy2 is substituteal for the occurrence of P2 
in & after suitable substitutions of variables in the copies of a! 1, and a2. 
Kate that the local variables yi, y2 of a! 1 ave been renamed y3, y4 in the copy of at 
contained inside the box and t at the local variables yl, y2 of cy2 have also bee 
renamed ysr y4 in the copy of cy2 ontained inside the box in the diagram represer$a 
the result of substituting cv into p. e observe that since t e variables y1 and y2 
this renaming is necessary to insure that the meaning of procedure 
one to one ren 
PPJCedIJre khm IX, 
_P(Y, 1 
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the particular choice of representatives, which will always be obvious (since the set of 
local variables is ordered, another solution consists in renaming the local variables 
e next unused local variables). Tywo schemes in the same equivalence class will 
be called equivalent. 
dine the operation of reduction p for en extend it to 
emes whose underlying raph is a I3 
. Fer every BP-graph G = (V, E, s, t)9 let INAC(E) be the set of 
vertices vE V - } such :hat, either there is no path from to v or there is no 
path from v to Let 
source or thz target of 
INAC(E) be the oet of edges e E E such that, either the 
e belongs to INAC( V). The graph p(G) is the B’YR-graph (V’, 
E’, s’, t’) where V’ = V - INAC( V), E’ = E - INAC(E) and, s’, t’ are the restrictions 
and corestrictions ofs and ! for E’ and. V’. 
P-graph homomorphism h : G1 + 62 it is natural t3 define p(h) as the 
restriction and corestriction ofh to p(GL) and p(G2). However, ljc e have to show that 
p(h) is well defined. For this, it suffices to show that the image h (,ti<Gl)) of p(G,) by h 
is a BPR-graph because then, since h(p(G1)) is a BPR-subgraph of Gz, it is a 
subgraph of p(G2) and p(h) is total on p(G1). Indeed, the graph homomorphism 
h : Gl + Gz has a unique extension h# to paths and then, every vertex v’ in h(p(Gr)) 
being the image of at least one vertex v in p(G1) and since v lies on : path p from 
entry to exit, v’ = h(v) lies on the path h#(p) from entry to exit in h(p(G& 
Therefore, h(p(G1)) is a BPR-graph. 
Given a EP-graph homomorphism h : C++ 62, the BP-homomor- 
ghismp(h):P;C1)~P(G?)isdefinedasth,:restrictionandcorestrictionof h top(G1) 
and p(G2). 
it is obvious that if hl : G1 + G2 and h2: 62 + G3 are BP-graph homomorphisms, 
l h2) = p(hl) y(h2). Also, if -graph p(G) = G and so, for an 
raph G, P@(G)) = P(G). 
Corresponding to BP-graphs, P-procedure schemes are defined exactly a~ 
procedure schemes except that their underlying graph is only a 
P-s&emes. There is also an obvious notion of 
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-pFQCedUFC2 s&em 
iables and, for a gi-ven renaming denoted t9!, (a + 
that p = (G, I) 
, si, ti). We now define (cu -0 p)@ by first defining its underlying raph. 
The underlying raph of (m + P)@ is obtained by removing all eldges in fi labeled 
with a procedure call and replacing them by a ‘fresh’ copy of the corresponding 
procedure. To make sure that all these copies are disjoint, if e is an Iedge labeled with 
a procedure call Pi(C; u’), the set of edges in the copy of the underlying raph of cyd is 
the set of pairs (e’, e) for all edges e’ in ai. For every edge e E E with source v1 and 
target 02 in the underlying raph G of p, we have two cases depending bNhether o not 
e is labeled with a procedure ca?. 
Case l.- e is not labeled with a procedure call. Then let I& = ( V=, E,, se, t’) be the 
graph simply consisting of the edge e, its source v 1 amd its target 2~2: 
The labeling function fe of H, is reduced to the label I(e) of e in G. 
Case 2: e is labeled with a procedure cad1 Ppitqi (ii ; 3). Then, let He be the isomorphic 
copy of Hi with entry v1 (the source of e) ilnd exit I)= (the target of e) defined 8s 
follows. If Hi = (Vi, Ei, s’, t’), let i;Jr, = (V,, E,, se, t’) be the BP-grsph where 
K ={(V, e)lv G Vi -{id, d))u{vl, 04, 
Ee = He’, 4 1 e E 5)s 
i 
Vl, if s’(e) = ini, 
se[(er, e)] = 
(P’(e)), e), if s’(e’) #i 
((t’(e’), e), if t’(d) # 
te[(er, e)] = 
i 02, 
The labeling function le is the function such t at, for all (e’, e) E: 
)[u’lZi, y’i/jii, 6/Zi] is the result of substituting in the i~struc~i~~ life’) 
is the act 
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local variables jji of q. The union of all the sets yi for all i, 1 s i s AC, is denoted 8. 
Note that for every pair of edges (el, e2) E 2 .v 5 the graphs H,, and are disjoint, 
except maybe for their entry or exit. In particular, Eel n Eez = 0. 
ying graph of (a + )@ is the union of all the graph3 k& for e E 
That is, the set of vertices is the set IJeEE V,, the set of edges is the disjoint union 
UeEE E, and the target and source functions are fined by their restrktions se and te 
to each E,, whic?r is legitimate since U,, E E, is inaliy? the labeling 
function of (CR + p )@ is defined by its restrictions G to each E,. It is simple to check that 
Conditions l- 3 of the definition of a procedure scheme are satis except of 
course, the fact that the underlying graph is only a BP-graph. titution is 
extended to BP-schemes by tupling. ‘i%aEt is, if a = (~1, . . . , a~) and p = 
ML . . . . N) are BP-schemes of type U, we define (a, + _6)@ as ((a + .131)e, . . . , (a -) 
Pde)* 
Having defined the operation of reduction p .mc! the operation of su 
we define the o eration of scheme substitution 0 as follows. 
. Given any two schemes cy and ,6 of type U, t e substStution of cy into p 
ilenoted cu+ is defined by the identity CXQ~ = p(ar + p). 
The associrrtivity (up to equivalence) of the operation -$, is straightforward 
although a little tedious and we only state the result, referring the reaC:r to Gallier 
[13] for the proof. 
. TFte substitution + is associative (up to equivalence). 
We need 
operation 0. 
only one more lemma to obtain the associativity of the substitution 
. For every pair of BP-schemes cy, 0 of type u, and exry pair of renan gs 91 
and 92, PUU + Pbl) is equivalent to p(k4~) -+ pW& 
e first show that the un erlying graphs are identical. It is obvious that if G1 
P-graphs and GI is a subgraph of 62, then p( 
~((7~). It is also obvious that the underlying graph of (p(a) 
the underlying Wrqh of (ar 
e underlying, graph of ~((a! +&) lies on a path n 
v&+1, where every 7;ri s a subpath 
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therefore, the underlying gkaph of p((cu +&) is a sub 
raph of p((p(a!)-,p(p))&). Therefore, the underlying graphs are iden- 
nally, it is obvious that the labels only differ by renaming and consequently, 
p((p(cu) + p(fl))& are equivalent. 
e finally obtain the associativity of the substitution operation 0. 
. The operation of scheme substitution 0 is associatizle rip to equi72alence. 
e use the fact that every BP&scheme being already reduced we have 
p(a) =u, and the results of Lemma 4.5 and 4.6. Indeed, we have t 
Similarly, 
P((-P)+y)=p(p( (2 +Pb PW) = p((aq3) + y) = (w/3)Qya 
Since the identity cy + (p + y) = ( CY + /3)+ y holds, we have aro(P’or) = (a~,+~ as 
desired. 
. Unfoldment sema&!s 
In this section, we prove tha.t every scheme ar is semantically equivalent $0 an 
infinite scheme cyv without proced;;; r3;’ 11s. The scheme av called the unfokd nent 
scheme of QC, is obtained a< Lk limit of a sequence of finite schemes without, 
procedure calls a! (‘) , obtained l~v iterated substitutions. By using a partial ordering on 
execution trees, we obtain a strr i zer result which involves not only SUCCESS paths, 
but FAILURE paths an3 infir ix paths as well. 
efinfition 5.1. Given a scheme a of type u = (ml, nl) l - l (mN, IzN)~ the seqrrence of 
schemes (a li’)iEo is defined inductively as follows: cy@’ = i (the degenerate scheme 
of type u), and far all 3 20 a!(i’l’= ~&ty. 
Denoting the unique homomorphism from 1 to a?’ as f(O)? it isI easily shown !Y 
induction that for every i 2 1, there is a sch.eme homomorphism fti’ : a “) + a ‘r -(. ‘) 
defined in terms of ffi-” and the identity scheme homomorphism from Q( to cy. We 
also note that each Eci! is an inclusion homomorphism, that is, (Y(~) is a subscheme of 
Q! (W (having same entry and same exit as a! i+l’). 
e obtain a diagram of lsch s and sch/?me homomorphisms denote Q an 
e w-diagram associate: 
2 w-iliragr m a associa 
P every scheme LY, tkre exists a scheme without pnxedure calls cyV 
Em of scheme homomorphisms yi : aci) + a0 with pi z f”’ 9 pi+1 for all 
a’ 2 0, and SUCK that for every other scheme $ and every famiiy (8/i)iao of scheme 
homomorphisms vi : cy (i)+p With Vi =f” l Vi+19 there exists a unique scheme 
homomor$d&n tZ :a’ + p such that vi = pi l h for all i Z= 0. 
(p) 
f(i) 
-- f#+l) 
In algebraic terms, the pair (a?, (pi)i,,) is a co&nit for the diagram 0, (see [23]). 
P he proof requires the notion of a graph congruence and two lemmas. 
Let us write (Y li) = (& . . . ,a$(!). For every j, lsjsN, let u,;wcyii) be the 
[infinite) scheme obtained by taking disjoint copies of the underlying graphs of the 
eji), the labels being unchanged and identifying all en:ries into 9 si gle entry and all 
exits in;;, a single exit. Let 
C$ be the obvious incksion homoraorphism, and let vi = 
have two functions I and f from gi+-,: a’i) to UiE,, cP, where I is the 
identity and f = (f(O), . . . , f”, . . J: 
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1 be an equivalence relati 
on the set E of e 
edges (e, e’), (e, e’) E ’ plies (s(e), s(e’)) E 
Rz) denoted G/ (R 1, 2) as follows: The 
set of vertices is the quotient set V/RI, the set of edges is the quotient set E/R2 and 
the source and target functions S’ and t’ are defined by: 
s’([e]& = [s!f?)]~~ and t’([e]R,) = [tk)lR, 
S’ ?& t’ are well defined since R:! is compatible with RI. We also define a surjective 
graph homomorphism called the quotient graph homomorphism I : G + G/(R 1, i&), 
where 
for every v E v, l(v) = bjRt, 
for every e E E, I(e) = [e]& 
If 6 is a BP-graph, a congruence of BP-graphs satisfies the following additional 
property: 
For all (VI, V&E RI, 
v1 = in if and only if 212 =in and 
Vl :-= 9ut if and only if v2 = wt. 
Then, since no node v distinct 
out, the quotient of a BP-graph 
from both\. in and cut 
bY a congruence of 
can be equivalent to either 
BP-graphs is a BP-graph. 
in or 
We will also need the following result. @ven a graph G = (V, E, s, t), let R be a 
subset of V x V, R’ a subset of E x E, where R and R’ are not necessarily 
equivalence relations, but assume that R’ is compatible with R as in Definition 5.4. 
Let RI = (R uH_‘)* and R2 = (R’u R’-‘)* be the least equivalence relations 
containing R and R’. The proof of the follo*wing lemma is left to the reader. 
RI and R2 ar? compatible equivalence relations, Aat is, (RI, Rz) is a 
Finally, we need the exktence of coequalizers. 
coequalizer for f and g. 
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etf,g:G1+Gzbeap 
on the set Vz of vertices of 62 an 
by: 
orphisms. 
on on the set ET2 o 
be the relation 
s of Gz defined 
’ is compatible witl 
f*k=g*k: 
first verify that f l I = g ~1. 
) = If WI = Cs(v>l = hm) 
be another graph homomorphism such that 
GA I._,& -E 
I 
k induces a graph congruence (&, &) on G2 defined by ’ p, v’) E & if and only if 
k(v) = k(d) and (e, e’) E only if k(e)=/+’ ut siur;,f ^ th- =-g l Ic, 
R’ c R4 and therefore, and &c &, &, 2 being the leadt equ 
relations containing R Therefore, we can define a graph homomorphism 
h:E+ by h([v]) = k(v) and h([e]) = k(e). It is obvious that I 0 Bz = k and.2 being 
surjective, ri is uniquely determined: 
t 
G 
1 
II ",GP-----+ E 
e take care of t 
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equivalence class of ed e same label and we c 
underlying raphs of a l 
th.e common label of all e 
o ati) is an inclusion, and since by t e definition of 
each COZY of a w in JJieccr Q! ‘i), pi = qi * l is also an 
o, since I is surjective, every path from the entry in a’ is the image 
the entry in some ati) under pi. e can nolw finish the proof of 
* We have the diagram 
u afi) ILI a(i) I 
ieel 
f ’ iew 
_ a’ 
/ 
rJi 
/ 
Pi 
‘Z\ 
G 
where (a’* I) is a coequalizer for I andfi We claim that the family (pi)i,, with pi = q,. 
iB satisfies the conditions of the theorem, that is, th? pair (a’, (pi)icw) is a colimit for 
the o-diagram D,. The proof results im.mediately from Theorem I of [23, p. 1091 or 
by a direct straightforward verification. 
It remains to prove the semantic equivalence of a scheme a and its unfoldment 
scheme a ‘. Since we are interested in proving termination i3S well 8s partial 
correctness, we have to take into account FAILURE paths and iinfinite paths. This 
seems to be a bit of a problem since our detinition of the relation R(a, 9) computed 
by a program (a, $) involves only SUCCESS paths. To be more specific, the dniculty 
has to do with incomplete SUCCESS1 paths in the approximating schemes ati). 
.Assume that we extend the definition of the relation B (a, 9) computed by a program 
(a, .%) by adding the pair (6, 1) whenever there exists either a FAILURE path or an 
infinite path for input 6 T en, the identity (a, .%) = u,,,, B(atn), 9) is false. The 
$9eason is that, if for a given input 8 there exists a SUCCESS path requiring n 
identification of 
on execution trees, so 
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E(C), 9)(f) under the ordering G . ut the ordering s is the familiar ordering.‘by 
pruning’ used in the theory of continuous algebras and recursion schemes, as in 
[9,17]. In this aper we slightly adapt the definition as follows: 
We define the partial ordering relation s on the set of execution trees 
iven two execution trees ‘ir,, T2, the relation Tl s T2 ho1 s if and Jnly if the 
unlabeled tree T1 is a subtree 3f the unlabeled tree T2, the label of eat 
identical to the corresponding label in T 2, MCI for every node i *Tl not labeled with a 
FAILURE node, the corresponding node in T2 has the sam 
Note that T1 c T2 when T2 extends Tl, in the sense that paths in T1 
may be extended either to SUCCESS paths or to longer paths or to 
ainfinite paths. It is easily seen that every directed set of execllation trees has a least 
upper bound. This tree is obtained by taking the union of the u liabeled trees and by 
putting a non-FAILURE label on a node if rhis label exists in ~31’01~ of the trees in the 
set, and putting the label FAILURE if it is present in all the trees in the set (Note: 
unlabeled nodes are assumed to be labeled with the empty string). 
The main result of Part 1 can now be established using three 1ecIzmas. 
. Let CY~ and CQ be procedure schemes without procedfare calls and let 
f : a I+ ~22 be a procedure scheme homomorphism. For every interpretation 4, for every 
input 8, we have E(Q~, 4;)(f) 6 E(cY.~, 9)(c). 
roof. For every interpretation Ca, we show by induction on the length of paths that, 
for every input R = S, every ath v from STA -FAILURE node in the 
execution tree E(al, 9)(f) orresponds to om START to a non- 
E node in the execution tree E(Q, S)(f) and that h&#) = f(h&)), where 
h&r) and h&r’) are the paths corresponding to qr and v’, and the states in the last 
nodes of the paths r aqd $ are identical. For the null path, the nodes are both (1 
and the inductive hypothesis trivially holds. Assume the inductive hypothesis hol& 
G k in the execution tree (LY,, 4)(,$). Let v be a path fro,n 
hose length is k + 1. 
e inductive hypothesis, there is 
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the execution tree E(cY~, 9)(c) such that the output states are equal and so, 
r every scheme a, for every interprelntion S, ;$or every input c, the tree 
e least upper bound of the chain of trees .E(a(i), S)(f)), that is, 
E(2, ca)(s’> = :_I 
ic 0 
. 3y Lemma 5.8, for every i 2 0, since we. have homomorphisr~s f(I) : a w + 
ati+*’ and pi : a(i)ap a’, WC= have E(cu”‘, S)(t) s E(a (i+l), 9)(g) s E(2,9)(s’>. 
Recall that in the remark just before Theorem 5.3, we showed fhat every finite path 
7r’ in (P” is the image of a path 7r in some CX(‘) under pi. But then, every finite 
FAILURE or non-FAILURE path in E(a’, .%)(t) is the image of an isomorphic 
path in some E(a”), 9)(f), which is also in LA iEo E(a”‘, 9)(f). This is clear for 
non-FAILURE paths, and for FAILURE paths, observe that if a FAILURE Dath n 
in some E(cr “‘, 9)(f) is properly extended in some E(c?‘, ‘i(l)($) for j > i, then 7~ 
would be extended in E(ar’, 9)(g), a contradiction. Also, every infinite path is the 
union of its finite prefixes, which each exist in some E(c?), Ca)(s’>, and by the 
definition of La ice E(a”‘, S)(f), this infinite path is in Uicw E(cu’“, 9)(g). Therefore, 
we have E(a”, S)(f) G Ui~w E(*“‘, 9)(f), which implies that E(a”, S)(s’> L-’ 
ii iEu E(u”‘, $)(s’>, since the inequality in *the other direction holds because for ali 
i 2 0 have E(cY(‘), S)(f) s E(c?, $)(s’>. 
We can prove in a similar manner that E(a, 9)(f) = LjiE,, E(a”‘, $)(a, and we 
only state the lemma. 
a For every program ((u, 9), for every input & the tree E(a, 9)(i) is the 
least upper bound on the chain of trees E@), 9)(f), that is, 
E(cu, .9)(f) = U E(cu”‘, Ca)(s’>. 
itzo 
Combining Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.1-3, we obtain the main result of Part 1. 
. For every scheme a! = (~1, . . . ) for every interpretation 9, cy ana 
ment cy ‘I are semantically equivalent. re precisely, for every input fT we 
have the following identities between the execution trees E(a, 9)(f), E(& 9)(f) and 
E(a(‘-) 9 s)m: 
E(a, 9)(6 = E(cr”, .9)(f) = l.J E(a”‘, c(P)(;). 
iC 0 
shows that the schemes cy and a re ‘very strongly’ equivalent. 
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that the unforament scheme aV is a kind of least fixpoint, but this willl be the object of 
another publication. It is also shown ir [ 131 that the relation (0,9) is the least 
fixpoint of a functional associated with the program (&u, 9;). 
In conclusion, it is interesting to point out that OUT results are close ‘in spirit’ i:o 
results obtained by Scott in his seminal ‘Lattice of 
this paper, Scott studies a class of ‘structured 
other things, s ows that a loop is an ‘ab r an infiniae flow diagram 
obtained as the least fixpoint of a certain 
work ar,d that of SC t is that, since Scott uses 
there is a simple o ering, but since we a?e dealing with arbitrary rtondeterminiskic 
flow charts, no simple ordering is avail&le, and we have to use g 
phisms. Nevertheless, our results can be :nterpre* 
scheme is an abbreviation for a certain kind of infinit 
initial fixpoint of the ‘graph equation’ determined by the scheme. Scott made the 
same observation in a framework using a partial ordering, ami calle such diagrams 
‘algebraic’, 
In Part 2, we investigate methods for proving properties about programs, and we 
will have the occasion to use the notions of approximation schemes and unfoldment, 
to prove that our methods are valid. 
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